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Politics of Care and Social Responses in the July 2006 War: a Special Focus on Local FaithBased Organisations
Introduction
The present paper will examine the politics of care of international and local humanitarian actors, as
well as the social responses to their intervention in the southern suburbs of Beirut (Dahiye) during the
Israeli shelling in the summer of 2006.
Several faith-based and secular international NGOs and UN agencies rushed to assist individuals
displaced by the Israeli air force's heavy shelling in areas known for having a strong Hezbollah
presence. Once the large-scale violence ended, some of the international organisations who had
operated in Dahiye at the time of the war gradually turned ad hoc short-term relief into long-term
development programs: some of them funded new municipality services by training local staff to employ
them in new education programs and health care, while others conducted their own programmes.

This paper, through in-depth interviews and ethnographic participant observation methods (2011-2013),
will illustrate how, on the one hand, short-term foreign provision of aid differs from the continuous efforts
of some local providers to support their communities on a daily basis. This contrast will unearth different
approaches to states of emergency and responses to crisis. On the other hand, it will demonstrate how
the international-local dyad plays out in a very complex way on the ground. The interviewed (secular
and faith-based) local NGOs claim primacy in addressing domestic needs and tend to largely perceive
international humanitarians as “emergency tourists”. Nonetheless, people’s responses, in an overall
climate of disaffection towards domestic politics, reveal popular mistrust and resentment towards all aid
actors indiscriminately.
In order to provide further grounds for the discussion of international and domestic programmes and
Dahiye’s social responses to them, this paper will assess
the different politics of care, which I
[1]
personally classify as Geneva-born humanitarianism on the one hand, and manifold Shi‘a
humanitarianisms on the other. The latter falls under a diversified local humanitarianism more
connected to a longstanding civilian resistance.
This paper will particularly focus on local faith-based organisations (FBOs), in relation to international
and local secular aid providers. I personally interpret their service and aid provision as new forms of
humanitarianism, underpinned by different philanthropic ideologies and politics of care.
Although contemporary researchers contribute
to examining humanitarianism and development as
[2]
increasingly interconnected and overlapping , there is still a line between development and
humanitarian assistance,
no matter how blurred. Development – occasionally called long-term
[3]
humanitarianism in literature – tends to eradicate deep-seated problems such as inequality and
poverty, and tends to cooperate with governments. Conversely, humanitarianism aims to intervene,
rescue lives, and alleviate suffering. The Lebanese case proves the inappropriateness of such a
distinction, not only pointing to chronic cycles of resources alternatively allocated to development and
humanitarian assistance in times of emergency crisis, but also to development and humanitarian aid
happening simultaneously.
The controversial relationship between local and international aid providers in the aftermath of
the July 2006 war
The aid providers who worked during and after the 2006 war are international (Save the Children,
CARE, Oxfam, UNICEF, Caritas, Christian Aid, Islamic Relief, USAID, Norwegian Refugee Council,
Danish Refugee Council, among many others) and local[4] NGOs (such as the secular Amel Association,
Najdeh, and Samidoun Association, Hezbollah’s NGOs , and many other local and regional FBOs).
I primarily conducted interviews with the NGOs that worked during the July War (harb tammuz) and
maintained a branch or headquarter in Dahiye in the aftermath of the war. These aid providers were all
intervening in the war-stricken Beqaa Valley and in the South to a similar extent, managing shelter
spaces and providing medical kits, food, mattresses, blankets, and drinkable water. The provision of aid
was described by war-affected individuals as visibly sponsored with logos, posters, and signs hung
outside of their structures. Programmes were communicated by word of mouth among the local
residents. The local and international practitioners described the aid recipients’ selection in 2006 as

“haphazard” but “never discriminatory”.
As international practitioners specified in the interviews, the previous presence of international NGOs in
Lebanon was mainly due to past states of emergency. A UNDP technical advisor called NGOs
operating in Lebanon “anti-governmental” organisms
rather than “non-governmental”, considering
[5]
their minimal effort in rehabilitating the central state and rather focusing on extending their own
programmes and rebuilding their own structures after emergency crises.
During this ethnographic study, it was extremely difficult to collect valuable information from the several
NGOs interviewed. Their staff, mostly new, seemed to be unprepared with regard to funding sources
and past projects. In other cases, the interviewees working for larger NGOs used to fear that their
comments would be published to the detriment of their reputation. The fact that some NGOs deemed
the topic irrelevant also pointed to a lack of interest in discussing a past emergency.[6] Moreover, some
NGO workers interpreted the research questions as an aprioristic form of judgment .
The old development industry’s strategy of implementing standardised projects, often regardless of
local specificities, has nuanced characteristics. On the one hand, international development and
humanitarian agencies increasingly rely on local providers to ensure in-depth knowledge of the
addressed areas, and adopt inner perspectives to properly manage a territory of intervention. On the
other, local NGOs are said to trade their own local
knowledge and the access to it for financial
[7]
resources and generally greater public visibility . In particular, for small NGOs with restricted resources,
[8]
large funding allows for project evaluation – a stage that is often ruled out due to financial shortfalls .
In compliance with the humanitarian cornerstone of immediate alleviation of suffering, international
agencies tend to prioritise emergency relief provision, which they then often transform into post-conflict
development programmes. However, these longer-term projects
are quickly abandoned whenever new
[9]
emergencies call for urgent action and also attract funds . In the Middle Eastern region, it is crucial to
recall the cyclic humanitarian crises that followed the several Israeli invasions of Lebanon, most notably
1978, 1982, 1996, the 2003 American invasion of Iraq, the 2006 Israeli War on Lebanon here
discussed, the 2008-2009 Israeli “Cast Lead Operation”, the Syrian crisis from 2011 onwards, and the
August 2014 “Operation Protective Edge” in the Gaza Strip. Needless to say that additionally, the reoccurrence of armed conflict and humanitarian need in the region has not allowed for NGOs to focus on
one crisis for too long, consequently harming sustainable development.
This emergency-driven logic prompted local people to think of international aid providers – mainly from
Western countries – as the sole humanitarian actors in harb tammuz. Many local residents interviewed
attributed this sentiment to their perception of international aid providers as groups that capitalise on
emergencies to raise funds, and that monitor Hezbollah’s political movements, while not leaving any
lasting impact on their beneficiaries. International humanitarian intervention has, however, been able to
strengthen pre-existing channels of services for the local population, and has given rise to a new
philanthropic labour market for foreign workers in Dahiye.
The international aid industry’s increased reliance on local actors was easily observable[10]in Dahiye, and
already associated with a recent tendency of “reifying and romanticising the grassroots” . While the
international development expertise is believed to enhance local expertise, local NGOs can still utilise

their networks to negotiate
the implementation of projects and serve as an accessible channel for
[11]
people’s complaints .
In the interviews conducted, local NGOs emphasised that their partnerships with international NGOs
often expose them to the risk of being blamed for failing projects, while international actors tend to
specify that their mandate is restricted in Lebanon and that their action is not meant to change the
societal structure. This sort of political vulnerability for local actors has yet to be considered in the old
contested model of prefixed standards of development, extending beyond the relinquishment of their
autonomy and the compliance with foreign financiers and “Western” elitist agendas.
The endemic
[12]
resistance to such risks seeks to counter the marginalisation in one’s own territory , sugarcoated with
an increasing number of “glocal” partnerships in Lebanon.
The informality of small local NGOs in dealing with their beneficiaries often results in
their low visibility
[13]
within the international humanitarian sphere, as the Palestinian Association Najdeh affirmed. Such
small NGOs are aware of their low visibility, and international partnerships allow local actors to gain
major visibility and, consequently, funds to survive.
The increasing international reliance on local partners generally seeks to localise international
organisations’ projects and [14]
services, aiming to catalyse development through the already existing
social forces and structures . In the official discourse of international NGOs, the alliance with local
NGOs is called an “exchange of ideas, skills and information” even though local partners generally
described it as a unilateral process, in which
the local counterpart is simply expected to adopt the [16]
[15]
“Global North’s” language of development . A UN agency and an international NGO representative ,
for instance, pointed out[17]how local counterparts would totally ignore
the need for coordination without
[18]
international assistance . The head of a Lebanese Shi‘a NGO questioned the domestic impact of the
international aid industry:
“Is the humanitarian aid coming from the UN, international, and local NGOs able to catalyse social
change, dialogue, and democracy, or do they reinforce the existent relations of power?”
He also stressed how the so-called international community failed in understanding that the July War
was only one of the violent events in a long line of historical continuity. Resistance against destruction
and humiliation supports the moral basis of the mainstream Shi‘a view in which human suffering is
seen as an opportunity for knowledge enhancement. As a result, the international aid industry, which
mostly tackled local displacement in Dahiye, the Beqaa Valley, and South Lebanon, homogeneously
victimised the war-stricken. Moreover, such a simplification is logistically necessary for the international
humanitarian effort to uphold their summum bonum – as described by Plato in The Republic – which is
an external and generalised
perception of collective needs and a standardised “goodness” of
[19]
protection and assistance .
Differentiating the “Shi‘a humanitarian ethics” in postwar Dahiye
In order for the suffering to end,
you can contribute to construction and giving.
[20]
(Writing on a charity alms box in a Dahiye pastry shop)

[21]

Shi‘a charity organisations knowingly represent the official ethos of Dahiye. Faith-based organisations
(FBOs) played a major role in the 2006 humanitarian assistance because of their proximity to local
people and their needs. According to the interviews conducted, FBOs in Lebanon are believed to be
able to mobilise resources and funds with greater ease than their secular counterparts.
[22]

In particular,[23]I interviewed the Musa as-Sadr Foundation headquartered in Tyre ; al-Mabarrat
Association founded by as-Saiyyd Mohammed Hussein Fadlallah – often described as the “Spiritual
guide of Hezbollah” – and its sub-branch al-Hadi in the Beirut southern suburbs; and, finally, Jihad alBinaa, one of Hezbollah’s largest NGOs, which is the internationally acclaimed pioneer of the Dahiye
postwar reconstruction.
[24]

The charity model in Shi‘a Islam has changed throughout time , although this is often overlooked
because religious actors, unlike the secular, tend to be viewed homogeneously and
separately from
[25]
other civil society actors working in the communities in which they are embedded . Humanitarianism
and charity are both connected to people’s ideologies, reflecting theological tenets as much as social
values in times of crisis and change.
In the interviews conducted with local FBOs, Islamic organisations in Lebanon represent themselves as
acting on the basis of cultural and moral unity of the Muslim community – ummah – and as enhancing
their autonomy by reducing dependence on Western countries’ support. In general, the Shi‘a local
residents said [26]
they prefer referring to community services because their actions are compatible with
Muslim values .
Nonetheless, although local people expressed their emotional proximity to domestic community
providers, the latter were simultaneously perceived as compromised by corruption and opportunism.
Politicians were majorly portrayed as acting out of self-interest and political gain as much as the
international humanitarian apparatus. Each actor, however, ran its campaigns on its exclusiveness in
undertaking genuine humanitarian efforts. Thereby, Dahiye’s public discourse, commonly known to be
influenced by the political narratives of some parties, negatively portrays international humanitarian
action, while paradoxically dealing with local mistrust of domestic political and humanitarian agencies.
[27]

According to the NGO classification system proposed by Clarke , Dahiye’s FBOs are commonly seen
as socio-political because of the predominantly Shi‘a population of the suburbs, allegedly reflecting the
interests of a particular community. However, these FBOs promote an action agenda according to
which being inclusive of non-Shi‘a is a local value. The problem does not lie in their agenda being
defined as confessional [28]
tout court, but rather as political. Rather, such organisations end up excluding
specific local categories – the chronic poor and also Lebanese Shi‘a who do not feel represented in
the hegemonic civitas. This disregard has increasingly engendered disaffection towards both secular
and faith-based actors.
In order to better understand local humanitarian actors, it is necessary to differentiate the ethical
approach to humanitarianism at a local level. A number of Dahiye’s residents contest Hezbollah’s
services and classify them as increasingly politicised and corrupt; these people, more specifically, were
instead expressing melancholy when speaking of as-Saiyyd Fadlallah and his FBOs. Residents,
therefore, identify themselves with the ideological principles and the politics of care of different local

service providers. The variegated “Shiite way” of managing charity associations, thus, points to
Fadlallah and Hezbollah as being two different spiritual and political key forces in Beirut’s southern
suburbs.
[29]

Both Fadlallah – following the marja‘iyya doctrine - and Hezbollah have acquired increasing legitimacy
[30]
from the 1980s onwards, although the two sides were initially in great disagreement
with each other .
[31]
Nonetheless, social change and struggle against “Western imperialism” have been the cornerstones
of both Hezbollah’s and Fadlallah’s thinking.
[32]

What an FBO worker named “Shi‘a humanitarianism” is still shaped by the Shi‘a cosmology of
martyrdom and the struggle against injustice, symbolised by the battle at Kerbala (680 AD). Charity is in
fact correlated with social justice in Dahiye and is the response to immediate needs driven by
benevolent action. Justice ideals, more specifically, call for the transformation of structures
that foment
[33]
social injustice and indignity. For the Shi‘a, Kerbala is a historically recurrent event : “In every era
there is an oppressor and an oppressed. And this history always repeats itself, throughout all eras […]
People should always have the spirit of revolution against
oppression”. This principle constitutes the
[34]
bedrock of the Shi‘a mobilisation in Lebanon (taba‘iya) .
As such, Shi‘a humanitarianism
has not merely served as a political strategy to turn public compassion
[35]
into political consent , as Islamic philanthropy has often been reduced to “machiavellism”. Rather, it
has come to form a constitutive part of social assistance. Humanitarianism does not necessarily need to
be implemented only in response to the Israeli occupation, but rather in response to any injustice,
including poverty and lack of education. The chronic uncertainty according to which the Shi‘a religious
community has developed its own conceptions of life is inherent
to the existential approach underlying
[36]
Shi‘a humanitarianism, both in wartime and in peacetime . Likewise, public activism and social
engagement are the way religious people strive to continue to live the ‘Ashura ceremony on a daily
basis.
Similarly, volunteerism and employment are seen as contributions to the development
of the whole
[37]
Shi‘a community. Working[38]for a welfare organisation means to bring Zeinab , a holy figure in Shi‘a
theology,[39]into the present . Thus, the common ethical judgment easily identifiable in academic
literature on Islamic organisations completely overlooks the fact that these NGOs do not merely
use Islamic values and charity for political interests, but that they simply are Islamic. In fact,
humanitarian intervention is locally perceived as less opportunistic when concerning local providers that
have long since provided assistance to the victims of cyclic displacement in Dahiye. The
aforementioned emergency-driven logic of the international aid industry has evidently not been adopted
by their Shi‘a counterparts in harb tammuz or in its aftermath. Indeed, when Syrian refugees began
pouring into Dahiye during the current Syrian crisis, the political agenda of these Shi‘a organisations –
reflecting Iran’s ideology in Lebanon only to a certain extent – certainly does not deal with Syrians as
refugees, or, in other words, as victims of political repression deserving assistance. The interviewed
Shi‘a organisations in Dahiye emphasised that they would rather guarantee assistance both in wartime
and in peacetime, boasting technical and infrastructural self-confidence,
despite highlighting that
[40]
Christian services are more developed for historical reasons .
Nonetheless, the local perception of local FBOs was ambivalent. On the one hand, they were seen as

rarely addressing chronic poverty and local injustice, just like international organisations: “They often
end up feeding the accountability of the political party
that supports them and promotes them”,
[41]
recounted Mohammed, a local resident of Dahiye . On the other hand, while international humanitarian
NGOs tend to view beneficiaries as victims of man-made crises – and therefore as morally deserving
individuals and rights bearers that need to be protected
– Fadlallah’s and Hezbollah’s services have
[42]
been able to make people feel like political agents – i.e. resistant, and, although usually laden with
antipathy towards the central state, still de facto citizens rather than objects of charity. Social
mindfulness and independence are seen as the key qualities needed to become complete individuals,
[43]
thus demonstrating the proactive function of human life from the Shi‘a humanitarian perspective .
The organisations created by Fadlallah that were interviewed contended that their Shi‘a ideology is
closer than other Shi‘a counterparts to the secular conception of humanitarianism, as it is conceived as
a homogeneous force aimed at alleviating and comforting human suffering. These FBOs have,
however, a specific project to pursue, which implies the idea of a civilian – rather than merely Islamic –
resistance. For example, in the fundraising campaigns of Fadlallah’s associations, Israel is mentioned
as the agent of destruction in expressions such as, “Our organisation was destroyed by Israel. We will
continue, more committed to doing good”. The very reason behind human life is identified with the
moral commitment to be doing good.
[44]

Moreover, in al-Mabarrat Association’s ideology, “doing good” explicitly means to guide individuals ,
and constitutes the only possible form of humanitarianism. Such explicitness is banned in the Genevaborn international aid provision, which does not officially aim to provide guidance. Similar to Fadlallah’s
approach, the philanthropic heirs of Imam as-Sadr
contribute to a local humanitarian language, which is
[45]
close to charity. Even though some scholars mention the divergences between these two key Shiite
[46]
figures, Fadlallah and Sadr both represented the “emerging breed of Shiite revivalists in Lebanon” ,
the former being a good connection to the transnationalism with Iran, and the latter providing a
Lebanese component of Shiite political Islam.
[47]

Unlike Fadlallah’s FBOs, however, according to Maliha as-Sadr , humanitarianism
should trigger
[48]
empowerment by making continuous efforts and equalising Lebanese society . She highlighted how
different the Shi‘a notion of humanitarianism is from the Geneva-born, which is depicted as caring
about longer-term sustainability only in the wake of emergency crises. Also, local FBOs, in her view,
cannot and should not aim to dismantle themselves, which is what some
international humanitarian
[49]
agencies find to be their ideal, once domestic sustainability is reached . Providing and benefiting from
social services within Dahiye’s local community
is in fact part of their struggle against Israel, it is “not a
[50]
war to kill, but a war for the right to exist” . Development efforts and social assistance in this context
are a way of coping with chronic uncertainty, and hope policies allow the community to have a link with
the future, where hope evolves from a mere emotion into a conscious and realistic proposition. In a
nutshell, social efficiency and mutual care deal positively with recurrent exposure to war.
Fadlallah-founded al-Mabarrat also highlighted their readiness to work with foreign NGOs and
universities: “Such
openness is not always well accepted in Dahiye […] and it is often labeled as mere
[51]
commodification” . In this regard, the tendency not to rely on external actors also depends on whether
or not their strategies
and agendas will meet local needs. In this regard, the Deputy Mayor of Haret
[52]
Hreik Hajj Hatoum said that, overall, international donors in harb tammuz rarely grasped what the

local priorities were:
“Their main focus has been providing psychological assistance. […] That was not really the issue. We
had apartments totally destroyed, damaged buildings, women needing specific help. So, the problem
with cooperation with international providers is that they don’t fund and work for the things we really
need. The reality is never changed by humanitarian services, but if you want to give something, help
with infrastructure and provide money for housing and furniture. From outside, little money came with
this purpose”.
Al-Mabarrat’s staff, by contrast, argued that they viewed themselves as a segment of the international
aid structure.
Some local discontent with international organisations, however, is also present in the area.
The
[53]
manager of the Research and Development Department at the Imam as-Sadr Foundation , for
example, questioned the paths undertaken by all NGOs in Lebanon, which, in his opinion, are very
outcome-oriented. In this regard, he affirmed: “it is much easier to assess the material results of a
project.[54]The change promoted by an NGO comes from the process, more than from its material
results” . Projects conducted by international agencies, sometimes in partnership with local NGOs, are
too often unable to grasp what sort of social processes for enhancement should be triggered within
local society and, therefore, unsure how to set goals within a specific project. The continuation of such
collaborations, in his opinion, is only due to matters of Realpolitik, since Lebanese NGOs need
[55]
international visibility and the international providers primarily show up in times of emergency .
Hence, the Shiite provision of services and aid is largely hybrid. Notably, Hezbollah’s Fadlallahfounded services, and the Sadr Foundation differ in their approach to the humanitarian outside. Both
promote a community-crossing vision of Dahiye, arguing for services to be provided for any Lebanese
community. Nevertheless, it is generally recognised that few people from non-Shi‘a communities are
able to access their services, owing to the demographic changes that occurred in Lebanon in the
immediate aftermath of the civil war (1989-90). For instance,
the mentioned Imam as-Sadr Foundation,
[56]
created in the 1960s prior to the civil war and described as associate to Fadlallah’s approach –
despite the sporadic competition between each other as FBOs – “used to address anyone in the South,
[57]
where Christian Maronites, Christian Orthodox, and Armenian Catholics were far more numerous” .
FBOs founded by Hezbollah, during and after harb tammuz, turned their programmes into
compensation strategies for any community inhabiting Dahiye. Through its communication channels,
the political party highlighted the domestic nature of the reconstruction, and that people’s return
to their
[58]
own houses was a victory achieved by local individuals and made feasible
by
their
own
hands
.
The
[59]
“victory narrative”, however, was also adopted by secular local providers .
[60]

Unlike Fadlallah’s approach to aid provision, a local secular NGO spoke of the necessity of cultivating
responsibility in Lebanon by charging the beneficiaries for the required services when feasible, with the
intent of not providing charity aprioristically. It is in this sense that they argued that they are “the feet
and not the head of [their] own society”. The morals of guiding individuals, typical of Fadlallah-founded
associations, are lost here. Local secular NGOs generally defined their own work in terms of
catalysation of an active and dynamic civic sense already existing within the country. However, in some

cases, NGOs deny their political influence on society by delegating politics to the local people. From
this perspective, NGOs simply accelerate and support people’s actions, and transform common
people’s ideas
and intentions into real changes. In this regard, the head of Amel Association, Kamel
[61]
Mohanna argued that his NGO’s work merely consists of promoting a “culture of rights” - thaqafat alhuquq - which, in current Lebanese society, tends to be rather community-oriented.
By reconciling
the secular and the “Shi‘a” perspectives, with all due endemic diversifications,
[62]
Zahir Jalul emphasised the importance of a culture of humanity – thaqafat al-insan - that is still absent
in Lebanon. However, the locally reformulated conception of humanitarianism,
international-oriented on
[63]
its surface, is still historically marked by the blood shed by martyrs as well as the individual
commitment in the Resistance.
Heterogeneous local aid provision: beyond the secular-religious binary
The local perspectives of humanitarian assistance at the time of harb tammuz also differed from each
other. Many informal and generally small organisations were set up by local residents. For instance,
some of Dahiye’s businessmen whom I met, constituting the newly emerged Shi‘a middle class, began
distributing clothes, furniture accessories and money to the socially vulnerable “for the Islamic value of
doing[64]charity, as it’s written in the Holy Koran”, as Hasan, a Lebanese businessman, affirmed in Haret
Hreik . “Of course there are people who became homeless in the July War, but orphans are always
around in Dahiye. You always have a reason to help, until the time these people will be able to
empower themselves” [for the sake of precision, Hasan uses the Arabic expression yaksab ajar alma’ida, meaning until the time one is able to “earn his own living”]. This phenomenon gave rise to a
sort of private proliferation of services in the form of organic cultural expressions and religious
obligations after harb tammuz: a war that redefined the social strata of the war-stricken areas, and that
later empowered some and impoverished others.
Mixed economies of laissez-faire inhabit the public
[65]
space in an aiding-purchasing-selling chain in which subsidies and charity services target only the
very poor without a broad plan to generate long-term sustainability.
The fact that the Lebanese state ceded welfare to the
local religious domain encouraged the
[66]
colonisation of the public by the private in Lebanon . In turn, charity and local entrepreneurship can be
reconciled, although pursued by actors with different conceptions of humanitarianism and philanthropy.
Hasan regarded the local Shi‘a conception of charity as a way of cleansing his own privilege of being a
self-enfranchised and established large-scale seller, politically well connected with the Hezbollah party.
This notion and rationale of help was shared among other Lebanese Shi‘a businessmen who I met in
Dahiye.
If secular aid provision cannot really be universal, this also occurs with religious care provision, which in
practice tends to address community members. The community belonging, in this case, is rhetorically
marked as the core of the philanthropic act of provision and assistance. Like the secular, it also implies
the risk of establishing moral hierarchies between recipients and providers. For instance, a social
worker (of religion “y”) working for a local FBO and having assisted the displaced in 2006 in ashShiyyah, claimed[67]how easy and quick it was to become of religion “z”, and therefore become entitled to
service provision :

“… ‘z’ are all used to taking, whereas, as a ‘y’, I’m used to giving. That’s so much easier to be ‘z’ [...] If
a ‘z’ asks for something, he doesn’t lose prestige and dignity, unlike us [‘y’]. To take and ask is
the nature of their faith… I mean, the [68]
people you see in some areas to some extent want to be poor, or
they wouldn’t get any help otherwise” .
The giving-taking binary here seems to unfold biased individual conceptions of a particular faith and
points to the moral status which a confessional group holds within one’s own social pyramid. In other
words, service
and aid provision problematically came to constitute a fundamental tile in the “moral
[69]
economy” of local communities.
In times of emergency, however, a large number of social workers, who normally view service provision
as a matter of community belonging and cultural inheritance, particularly tend to renew their collective
sense of belonging and a greater wanting to help. According to the vast majority of the interviewees, as
long as the Lebanese government does
not empower anyone, “religious providers are more than
[70]
welcome [to meet] people’s needs” . From this perspective, it is largely due to the FBO programmes
that, after 2006, Dahiye became an increasingly self-sufficient space as it also became
an important
[71]
commercial hub for the Greater Beirut area, where symptoms of a “damaged identity” , including the
fears of erasure, displacement, and marginalisation disappeared. In this sense, religion-based
philanthropy vests the services provided with a specific moral aura. The religious importance of guiding
the vulnerable towards self-empowerment differs from the local efforts – defined as “secular” in official
discourses – of limiting intervention to supporting pre-existing forms of civil action.
Conclusion
Faith-based and secular non-state providers in Dahiye provide [72]
social services to strengthen the social
safety nets that the Lebanese state has been unable to weave . Nevertheless, the communityoriented social provision of services, as much as the secular, proved to have power implications within
the social moral hierarchy.
Dahiye is not a uniform space to be healed, as it has frequently been stereotyped from outside. In fact,
the southern suburbs of the Lebanese capital nowadays constitute a special urban case, where local
political power, chronic poverty, cyclical destruction and reconstruction occur simultaneously, raising
the importance of a more fluid reconceptualisation of social vulnerability.
While both international and local provision of aid have revealed their complexities and diversification
on the ground, the ad hoc approach of the Geneva-born humanitarian apparatus to crisis management
was locally perceived as mostly touristic, and the outside interest in these war-affected areas as
voyeuristic. As earlier discussed, this contrasts with the daily attempt of local organisations to cope with
continuous hardships disconnected from regional political violence and from humanitarian crises, which
rarely interests foreign political agendas.
Local social work and the relief provision for co-residents in times of conflict finally had the role of
intensifying people’s attachment to Dahiye and their territorial ownership.
Nevertheless, this paper does not want to suggest that international and local (especially FBOs) are

embedded in a sterile antagonism. Over the Syrian refugee influx in Lebanon, UN agencies – especially
UNDP – promoted cooperation and
coordination with local and international FBOs, pointing to the
[73]
lessons learnt in the years before. Thereby, international development agencies and the humanitarian
afflatus attempt to find their own place as technocrats within the social fabric of domestic charity work,
which, in Lebanon’s history, is mostly faith-based or community-oriented.
Thus, on the one hand, international ad hoc emergency relief increasingly turns into long-term aid
provision, addressing chronic vulnerabilities. On the other hand, local charity endeavours give rise to a
new form of giving to one’s own community in times of emergency, when alleviation of suffering and
meeting essential needs come first. During crises, hence, such local charity organisations increasingly
intertwine with international humanitarian assistance and development programmes, diversifying the
way faith can be put into action. At the same time, actors of local governance accept funding from
international donors to strengthen service provision.
In this framework, not only international humanitarianism, which rushes over in times of crisis, becomes
an arm of mobile governance; but also some local providers considerably reformulate their philanthropic
agendas by recognising international assistance as a good teacher of capacity building and fundraising. Nonetheless, local aid organisations also reclaim technocracy and territorial ownership, feeding
into ordinary people’s resentment in Dahiye towards the “touristic” approach of international (and
traditionally neutral) humanitarianism. To what extent international humanitarian intervention is made
conditional on the basis of local needs and domestic politics agendas remains contextual and
debatable.
Aid and service providers increasingly become long-term development technocrats and life rescuers
during crises, in both local and international NGOs, leaving ground for complex and flexible
collaborations. Nevertheless, my ethnographic experience in Dahiye has unraveled how the Genevaborn assistance, “rescuing” and “healing” emergency-affected subjects, poorly fits the local context; in
which local FBOs rather interpret emergencies as a historical continuum and as the last straw of
prolonged unjust deprivation. The politics of reclaiming the agency of the suffering subjects, which is
usually known as international participatory development, suggests new forms of local secular and
religious humanitarianisms, detached from passive victimhood.
While the interplay of these different aid actors in harb tammuz was not within the primary scope of
research at the time of the fieldwork, this paper has sought to unravel different politics of care and
approaches to emergencies, especially of local charities, in addition to the ways in which
heterogeneous philosophies of action influence social responses. Further analysing the ethical
approach of all these different actors to help and care may take us to new and unexpected research
avenues. And that will probably be the task of secularism and religion scholars.
*This paper is published in the frame of the call for papers Glocalizing humanitarian interventions in
Lebanon: a reflexive look into innovative practices in times of crises developed by Lebanon Support
and Amel Association.
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